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The A-Z of this issue’s contributors: 

 Sue Barham, our PA Interviewee, is retiring at the end of this 

term after 21 years at the Dover Grammar School for Boys. 

 Shena Lewington is a governance consultant, training provider, 

Clerk to Governors for several schools and runs an information 

website. 

 Jane Morgan is an Online DSE Assessment and Training Provider, 

and Occupational Health Physiotherapist. 

 Claire Sarris is an SSAT lead practitioner in community and 

engagement, linking schools with the world around them. 

 Diane Solomon is a teacher who has worked in South African 

and UK secondary and primary schools. 

 Lindsay Taylor, of Your Excellency, spent 10 years working as a 

PA/EA in both the UK and US and is now an international PA 

trainer. 

NEW REGULARS:  

 Andy Case is a cartoonist, illustrator and music mogul by night, 

and talented teacher by day. 

 Arjen Janmaat is a Chef working for a group of Academies —and 

winner of an national award for school chefs. 

 Debra Jarrett is a former Solicitor’s PA, now a Psychotherapist. 

Her book “Dissociation: bringing it into awareness” is due for 

publication shortly. 

ALL REMAINING ARTICLES:  

 Angela Garry is NAHPA’s editor, author of “Brave PAs”, and a 

global PA Trainer, with 24 years’ experience in admin & PA roles. 
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F irstly, a huge “Thank you and 

welcome to the new NAHPA 

magazine” to those who have 

continued your subscriptions from 

the previous owners— and “Hello” to 

those who are new subscribers. I’m 

very proud to have taken over the 

ownership of the magazine, and I 

look forward to working with you all 

for some time to come! 

In this issue, we have a range of 

recurring items—some continuing 

from  previous issues (events, PA 

interview, editor’s update), plus some 

new ones (resources, PA: 

psychologically aware, food for 

thought).  

My plan is to build the magazine—

and website and LinkedIn group—to 

include more and more items of 

relevance to PAs and admins working 

in schools, and for this, I welcome 

your suggestions (see back page!). 

Please do get in touch by emailing 

editor@nahpa.org.uk 

Best wishes to all, 

 

Angela Garry 

 

 

 

 

NAHPA magazine is owned and published by 

Angela Garry, trading as Pica Aurum. 

Registered office: 10 Sydney Road, Draycott, 

Derbyshire, DE72 3PX, United Kingdom.  

Tel: +44 1332 874327. © Angela Garry 2015. 
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The association, website & group 

B ack in 2001, the National 

Association of Headteachers’ 

PAs was formed, and the first issue of 

NAHPA hit the presses. Since then, 

over 40 issues have been published, 

featuring articles on topics  for PAs 

and administrative staff in schools. 

Originally only based at a secondary 

school audience, membership is now 

growing to include nursery, primary 

and sixth form admin staff also.  

With the Association and magazine’s 

change of ownership in April 2015, 

the new NAHPA website now 

includes a “Subscribers Only” section 

containing additional resources, 

articles, and sources of inspiration for 

PAs and administrators in schools and 

colleges throughout England, Ireland, 

Scotland and Wales. 

In addition, we’d like to encourage 

members to connect and network 

with each other via LinkedIn 

(including sharing knowledge and 

expertise) - it can be a very isolating 

job, being a school or college PA / 

secretary, and learning from others in 

similar roles can be really useful in 

the case of downloads and 

copyrighted pieces. 

The Subscribers Only area of the 

website will be developed further 

through the coming months—in order 

to provide access to a wide range of 

downloadable training resources, 

relevant up-to-date education links, 

details of CPD events and courses, 

contact details for PA trainers and 

authors of articles in the magazine, 

and more.  

You might like to  save the website 

address in your internet browser’s 

favourites / bookmarks list, and to 

visit the site on a regular basis for 

updates, as content will be changing 

throughout the year. 

In addition to the NAHPA website, we 

have also created a new private 

discussion group on LinkedIn. 

The LinkedIn Group: 

If you’re not already familiar with 

LinkedIn and are not yet a member of 

helping you to develop in your role.  

So, here’s how you can connect into 

these two resource spaces. 

 The new NAHPA website: 

The website for NAHPA is at 

www.nahpa.org.uk.  Click the 

“Subscribers only” link at the top of 

the site and log-in—this will take you 

to a private area of the website which 

is available only to NAHPA magazine 

subscribers.  

Individual log-in details will be sent 

out by email to all subscribers at the 

same time as this issue of the 

magazine is distributed—you might 

like to use the postcard supplied with 

the magazine to keep a note of your 

username and password for future 

use.  

Please note that while the resources 

in the Subscriber Only section are for 

your use,  we do request that you 

only share them within your own 

school and no further, particularly in 

Introducing the new NAHPA 

website and online 

discussion forum for 

subscribers to meet and 

share. 
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the site, it is a fabulous resource that 

I can recommend to you for so many 

uses and purposes—one of which is 

our new NAHPA group. By joining the 

group, NAHPA subscribers will be 

able to communicate directly and 

share information, expertise and 

experience with each other.  

Membership of the group will be 

restricted to subscribers only, and 

content will be ‘locked’—so whilst 

any LinkedIn user could find the  

group in the site’s directory, they will 

not be able to join nor see any of the 

content posted within the group. This 

offers privacy both on LinkedIn and 

from search engines such as Google.  

In other words, “what’s posted in the 

group stays in the group”, so 

confidentiality regarding any posts or 

discussions rests between members...  

You can create your registration by 

going to  www.linkedin.com. The 

site offers both a free service (which I 

have used for many years) and 

additional functionality for a 

premium paid registration.  I don’t 

foresee that any of us will require 

premium access to LinkedIn for the 

purposes of being a NAHPA group 

member. 

of the group, you will then have full 

access to read existing discussions, 

post discussions of your own, and 

answer posts, etc. The LinkedIn group 

facility offers an opportunity for group 

members to  contact each other 

(without actually needing to be 

directly connected to each other on 

the site).  

The intention is for the group to 

include messages, questions, 

responses, blog postings, links to 

useful articles elsewhere on the web, 

etc. 

As your first use of the group, we’d 

like to encourage all subscribers to 

introduce themselves—who are you, 

where is your school, a bit about you. 

LinkedIn offers various settings for you 

to choose whether you are notified by 

email about postings within the 

group—these are available by clicking 

on the small cog symbol on the 

group’s banner.  

You can choose to receive a daily 

email containing the best of that day’s 

messages, a weekly digest, all 

messages as they arrive, or no 

messages at all. There is also the 

option for you to be updated on 

responses to any particular discussion, 

or to responses to a question that you 

post.  

LinkedIn is a very useful site with 

many uses: for networking with 

likeminded professionals, sharing 

information with peers, searching for 

suitable candidates when recruiting 

for new staff, finding a new job for 

yourself, as an advertising medium for 

your company, as well as the groups 

facility.   

If you have any queries about using 

the new NAHPA website or the 

NAHPA group on LinkedIn, please get 

in touch and we’ll do our best to help 

— just email editor@nahpa.org.uk  

Once you have created your free 

registration on the site, you should 

add some information to your profile 

page, giving whatever level of detail 

you choose—and then join the 

NAHPA discussion group.  

Join the NAHPA group: 

Either search for “NAHPA” in the 

groups directory on LinkedIn or go to 

http://bit.ly/nahpalinkedin 

Click the “subscribe” button and once 

we receive notification here at 

NAHPA HQ we will authorise your 

membership of the group.  (This 

should happen within a day or so of 

your subscription.) 

You’ll receive an automated 

“Welcome to the Group” message 

which will be sent to whichever email 

address you used for your LinkedIn 

registration. So, if you choose to use 

your school email address, please 

check with your IT administrators 

that any messages sent to you from 

“Linkedin.com” servers will not 

bounce. 

Once you are a fully fledged member 

NAHPA: The association, website and group 
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T his is a new space for PAs and 

admins to share questions and 

answers… Here are some of the 

queries we’ve received recently. 

—————— 

Q: I am using Excel 2007 and want to 

use shortcut keys to move from one 

worksheet to another. Is there a 

shortcut for this move? 

A: Control + Page Up or Page down 

will allow you to jump from sheet to 

sheet using the keyboard. To find 

other program shortcuts, type 

KEYBOARD SHORTCUTS in the Help 

search dialog box to see all shortcuts 

for the program you are using. 

—————— 

Q: I am using the “bold” font style on 

my headings, but can’t figure out 

how to stop it from showing up on 

everything. I’ve gone to the font 

settings, set the default for 

“regular,” and still...the “Bold” takes 

over. How can I stop this? 

there is a very simple way to solve 

this! Click in your first text box on a 

page and then in the Text Box Tools 

ribbon click the “Create Link” icon 

(midway across the ribbon). Then click 

once in the next box (the one that you 

intend the overflowing text to go 

into). This will link boxes 1 and 2. Then 

click in box 2, click “create link” again 

and click box 3, to link that box further 

into the chain.  

—————— 

Q: My Headteacher says we don’t 

have the budget for me to attend a 

course on writing business 

documents and reports. Can you 

recommend a good book for me 

please?  

A: Certainly! I can recommend 

Margaret Greenhall’s book “Report 

Writing: Skills Training Course”. 

Search for it on Amazon.co.uk. 

Can YOU answer ? 

Each issue, we’d like to ask for your 

help to solve issues experienced by 

other subscribers.  This issue, we have 

a question from Julia, a Head’s 

Personal Assistant in a secondary 

school in Kent. Julia asks: 

Q. Occasionally a pupil is sent to the 

Head’s office – but the Head is out – 

so I need to look after the pupil until 

the Head returns. I’m new to working 

in a school environment, so can you 

give any suggestions of what to do 

with the pupil?  

What do you suggest as a response to 

Julia on this query? Let us know via 

editor@nahpa.org.uk and we’ll 

include responses in the next issue. 

Most innovative will win a prize! 

A: Check to see whether you have 

your Normal style set to 

Automatically Update. In your Styles 

Gallery locate the Normal style. Right 

click and choose Modify. Then clear 

the checkmark from Automatically 

Update, and apply changes. 

—————— 

Q: I use Microsoft Publisher to create 

our school newsletters and leaflets. 

I’m a bit of a novice so forgive me if 

I’m asking a silly question, but is 

there a way to link several text boxes 

together so that the words I type in 

one box overflow into the next box, 

rather than me having to stop in one 

box and start typing again in 

another. I need them to join 

somehow so that I can move text 

around more easily. 

A: You’ll be delighted to know that 

Please send in your Q&As for future issues—and the  

most innovative answer will win a copy of “Brave PAs”. 

PA: Question Time 
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Clerk to the Governors 

that they are not reporting accurately 
to the GB? Of course, one argument 
for the role of clerk being given to 
someone on the staff is that this might 
actually prevent misleading 
information being given – the clerk 
would be acting as the “conscience” 
of the school leadership. On a day to 
day basis, the main challenge in acting 
both as PA and as Clerk to Governors 
might be the diplomacy needed in 
ensuring that the headteacher’s 
report is produced on time, so that it 
can be circulated the statutory 
minimum of seven days in advance of 
the governors’ meeting (14 days 
beforehand in some academies). 

Another conflict when working within 
the school community is that as clerk 
you will be privy to certain 
information affecting other colleagues 
– perhaps a staff restructuring that 
will lead to redundancies, or a panel 
hearing to consider a complaint 
against a teacher. Your duty of 
confidentiality to the head will 
encompass this kind of information, 
but it is worth preparing yourself for 
mixed emotions when the livelihoods 
of people you know on a day to day 
basis are being considered by a panel 
of governors with varying degrees of 
experience in HR matters. 

What are the other downsides of 
acting as Clerk to Governors? 
Generally, the amount of time 
formally allocated to preparing 
agendas, attending meetings, writing 
minutes and maintaining records of 
governors’ terms of office will be less 
than you actually spend on GB tasks, 
and if you are answering governors’ 
queries alongside your day job, it can 
be hard to keep a track of how much 
time is involved. GB meetings can 
stretch out into the evening, and 
some governors will request that 
committee meetings are held early in 
the morning. 

Despite such matters, many heads’ 
PAs find the work they do for their 
governing body as clerk very 
rewarding. The focus on improving 
outcomes for young people is what 
motivates most governors, and their 
enthusiasm and commitment to 
governance can be infectious. (It may 
be hard to have this in mind as you 
look at the pages and pages of notes 
to be typed up by the week’s end!)  

own expertise around governance. (I 
would guess that the number of 
head’s PA’s actively begging to be 
allowed to take on the additional role 
may be smaller than you think…)  It is 
likely that the governors (and 
remember that, legally, it is the 
Governing Body (GB), and not the 
headteacher, who is making the 
appointment of their clerk) simply do 
not consider the possible downsides 
of employing someone who works at 
the school. In many cases, it is a 
matter of not being able to find 
anyone else suitable. 

What is the conflict of interest? It is 
the potential for the clerk to have 
divided loyalties. The NGA advise that 
“it should be made clear that when 
fulfilling the role of clerk their loyalty 
should be to the governing board 
irrespective of what other position 
they may hold.” The sole individual 
identified in legislation who, even in 
an emergency, cannot clerk GB 
meetings is the headteacher, and 
there are good reasons for this. It is 
the duty of the governing body to 
hold the headteacher to account, so 
the headteacher cannot be seen to 
influence the recording of how the 
governors are carrying out their role.  

As a headteacher’s PA in the role of 
clerk, how could you manage a 
request (or a directive) from the head 
to phrase the minutes in a particular 
way, or to emphasise or omit certain 
items? What would you do if you 
know that the head has information 

Guidance from the National 
Governors’ Association (NGA) is that 
it is not best practice for anyone 
already employed at the school to 
undertake this role. However, a 
survey conducted by NGA and the 
Society of Local Authority Chief 
Executives (SOLACE) in 2014 found 
that over 40% of respondents who 
were clerks held another role in the 
same school, in comparison to 45% 
who worked for an LA clerking 
service. It is usually administrative 
staff – the School Business Manager 
or the head’s PA, for example – who 
find themselves taking on the 
position of clerk alongside their other 
duties, and despite the potential 
conflict of interest, it is easy to 
understand why. 

For a start, it is extremely convenient 
for the governing body to employ as 
clerk someone who already knows 
the school, has access to paperwork 
and internal email addresses, is 
readily available during the day to 
answer queries and is prepared to 
add the role to an existing contract. 
Perhaps you are keen to develop your 

As the Headteacher’s PA, 
are you now (or are you 
considering one day 
becoming) the Clerk to 
Governors at your school? 
What does it entail? Leading 
trainer of Governors Shena 
Lewington explains. 
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For clerks who support their 
governors effectively, there can also 
be national recognition. The NGA 
Award for Outstanding Clerk 2015 is 
to be announced on 9th June at a 
ceremony in the House of Commons. 
The clerk who achieves this award 
will be a deserving winner! In the 
judging process, the NGA looked for 
candidates who demonstrated the 
ten competencies of a good clerk in 
supporting the GB.  These included 
good organising skills; a scrupulous 
attention to the basic mechanism of 
running a governing body; a thorough 
understanding of what the roles and 
functions of a governing body are; 
knowledge of the law as it relates to 
governance; an ability to get on well 
with people, especially in the key 
relationships with the chair and head; 
the ability to be the GB’s critical 
friend; and something special that 
they have brought to the governing 
body beyond the basics. 

In maintained schools, governing 
bodies are required by law to carry 
out their duties “with regard to 
advice from the clerk as to their 
functions”. This means that the clerk 
will not only need to be able to access 
the required information, but also 
have the confidence to advise the 
governors appropriately, and on 
occasions to intervene. For example, 
when the election of Chair of 
Governors takes place, the 
regulations** for maintained schools 
require any candidates to withdraw 
and not take part in the voting, even 
if there is only person who has been 
nominated. Usually, the clerk chairs 
that part of the meeting, and may 
have to insist that the correct 
protocols are followed. Where 
governing bodies appear to be 
drifting away from their strategic role 
and are moving inappropriately into 
operational matters, it might be 
necessary for the clerk to have a 
quiet word with the chair to help the 
GB refocus their approach.  

This can be a daunting responsibility 
but help is at hand. The DfE publish a 
Governors’ Handbook which sets out 
the main duties of governing bodies 
in both maintained schools and 
academies. Over the past few years, 
this 130-page document has been 
regularly updated in line with 
changes in legislation, so keep a 

clerking post. (It is sometimes 
recommended that the clerk’s work be 
line managed by the chair of 
governors, and appraisal for clerking 
duties conducted separately from that 
of any other responsibilities in school. 
This may or may not happen.) A model 
job description, available free from 
www.nga.org.uk, will give you an idea 
of what’s involved.  

If it doesn’t feel like something you 
want to do, try not to be bulldozed 
into taking it on, however convenient 
it may be for the school. Suggest that 
the governing body investigate other 
avenues for recruiting someone with 
the skills and experience to support 
the governing body effectively. For 
example, some LA’s offer a clerking 
service. The NGA’s Find Us a Clerk* 
platform provides an “introduction 
agency” which may help the school to 
locate an independent clerk. 

And if you do decide to take on the 
role of clerk to governors yourself?  

 Ensure that there is a clear job 
description. 

 Agree who will be the line manager 
for the clerking role. 

 Access all the support and training 
that is available to you. 

 Look forward to promoting 
effective governance and 
developing your expertise! 

Notes: In academies, the role of clerk 
may be combined with that of the 
Company Secretary, and if this is a role 
you are asked to undertake, you should 
find out more about the expectations. 

“Body” or “board”? Legislation for 
maintained schools refers to governing 
bodies but the DfE make it clear in the 
Governors Handbook that they 
understand governors in all schools 
and academies to be part of a 
“governing board”. 

*Ref: Clerks’ Survey conducted by NGA 
and the Society of Local Authority Chief 
Executives (2014) Accessed via: http://
www.nga.org.uk/Services/Find-us-a-
clerk.aspx  

**https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/school-governance-
regulations-2013  
 

Contact Shena via: 
info.clerktogovernors@gmail.com / 

Twitter @ClerktoGovernor  

check on the current version.  

Another way to ensure that you and 
the governors follow best practice is 
for them to join the NGA. Standard 
membership costs just £77 a year for 
the whole GB and the clerk. However, 
I whole-heartedly recommend taking 
out Gold membership (£260), which 
offers a range of valuable features, 
including additional free conference 
places and a legal helpline.  

Keep up to date with these sources of 
information: 

 Make use of the NGA: bi-monthly 
magazine “Governing Matters”, 
resources on their website, plus 
email updates to its members 
each Friday. 

 The DfE Governors’ Handbook: 
www.gov.uk/dfe/governors-
handbook  

 Fortnightly newsletters from 
www.clerksassociates.co.uk  

 Twitter’s #ukgovchat on Sundays, 
8:45 pm – 9:15 pm. 

 A range of useful articles: 
www.clerktogovernors.co.uk 

 The Key for School Governors is 
another valuable resource. 

If you are seeking to develop your 
skills, you may be interested in 
finding out more about the new 
Clerks’ Development Programme, 
which is delivered by the National 
College for Teaching and Leadership’s 
licensees across the country. This 
involves some 37 hours work, 
including face to face meetings, using 
online materials or undertaking 
school-based activities. Other training 
for clerks may be provided by your 
local authority, perhaps within the 
setting of a Clerks’ Forum, to keep 
you up to date with latest initiatives 
and to share good practice. 

So, how should you respond if a 
vacancy arises for the post of clerk to 
governors at your school? Take time 
to consider whether this is a role you 
are prepared to undertake in addition 
to the work you already do in school. 
The NGA’s view is that it is not best 
practice for a school employee to 
simply have clerking added to 
another job description. They 
recommend that the member of staff 
should be separately assessed and 
appointed against criteria for the 

Clerk to the Governors 

http://www.nga.org.uk
http://www.nga.org.uk/Services/Find-us-a-clerk.aspx
http://www.nga.org.uk/Services/Find-us-a-clerk.aspx
http://www.nga.org.uk/Services/Find-us-a-clerk.aspx
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/school-governance-regulations-2013
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/school-governance-regulations-2013
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/school-governance-regulations-2013
http://www.gov.uk/dfe/governors-handbook
http://www.gov.uk/dfe/governors-handbook
http://www.clerksassociates.co.uk
http://www.clerktogovernors.co.uk
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Pain Prevention at Work 
What else will help prevent pain? 
Good posture. If you’re in good 
posture, the structure of your body is 
under least strain. You can be in good 
posture sitting, standing, lifting, lying. 
In fact, any human pose can be in 
good or bad posture. So this is 
obviously a very important lesson to 
learn.  

Everyone has their own individual 
good posture. It’s unique to them! So, 
how do you find yours?  Let’s have a 
quick look at how to find your own 
good sitting posture. 

How To Find Your Own Good 

Personal Sitting Posture 

1  Lower Back 

Pelvic Neutral – a gentle inward curve 
of lower back for good sitting posture 
 
Sit towards the front edge of the seat 
and check that your shoulders are 
over your hips, so that you’re 
balanced. 

Now, place your upturned hands 

about, you may ask? Let’s imagine a 
pain-free new recruit starting work in 
the office. They walk through the 
door. No pain. They sit at their desk, 
still no pain. A week later, still no 
pain. So, when does the pain start?  
Well, the pain starts when your body 
isn’t coping with the stresses and 
pressures. 

Stresses and strains lead to pain. 
We’ve got to think about our body. 
What is bad for us? As humans, we 
move, and this means that the 
stresses and strains on our body is 
fluctuating all the time. Our body 
likes this. If we don’t move, certain 
structures of our body are under 
more strain and other areas are 
under less strain.  

When we sit, the lower back, even in 
good posture, is under considerably 
more pressure compared to standing. 
If we slouch, then other structures 
such as shoulders, neck and middle 
back come under increased pressure. 
Plus, there’s even more strain on the 
lower back when you’re in poor 
posture.  

Now, our body can cope quite well 
with strain, but there has to be a 
breaking point! Eventually soft tissues 
don’t cope and they overstrain, and 
this produces pain. If you move at 
this first initial instance, when a pain 
starts, then pain will stop. But what 
do we do? We don’t always move. 
We leave it a few minutes more to 
finish what we’re doing, then the 
strained tissues fail. We get injured 
and then when we move the pain 
does not stop! 

So, coming back to prevention. We 
need to move! Probably about every 
20 minutes or so. If you’re on the 
telephone, stand up. Deliver 
messages on foot not by email. Go to 
the sandwich shop, don’t phone an 
order. 

Are you in good posture? 

I t is my firm belief that office pain 
is preventable...  You can’t avoid 

slips, trips and accidents, but you can 
avoid the insidious onset of 
musculoskeletal pain where disease 
isn’t present. 

In the office environment, back pain 
is at epidemic proportions. 51% of 
office workers will have at least one 
episode of back pain every year. Neck 
pain is nearly as bad. Not to mention 
the other common office complaints 
such as elbow, wrist, hand and 
shoulder pain plus headache. When 
you’ve had back pain you’re more 
likely to get it again.  As the saying 
goes… If you always do what you’ve 
always done...You’ll always get what 
you’ve always got! 

Sometimes, the individuals in pain 
have to take time off work and this 
costs companies dearly, about £7 
billion in the UK. It’s estimated that 
one person absent due to back pain 
will cost the company £1,069. Plus, 
there’s the cost to the NHS and, most 
importantly, the personal cost to the 
suffering individual! 

Mostly, people stay in work if they 
can, and they work whilst in pain. This 
is called presenteeism – working 
whilst in pain. This costs companies 
£15 billion. You might think that this 
is rather strange – that it costs 
companies more for pain sufferers to 
be working rather than absent? Well, 
when you’re under par and in pain, 
you can’t concentrate – every task 
seems more difficult and so you are 
much less productive at work. This is 
where the cost to companies comes 
in, and so what this figure really 
shows is the shear volume of people 
working in pain. 

So, prevention – what am I talking 

Chartered Physiotherapist 

Jane Morgan offers her 

advice on positive posture. 
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under your buttocks. Have a wriggle 
and you should feel two bones, one 
over each hand, that are part of the 
pelvis. 

Next, keeping your shoulders over 
your hips, slouch on your seat. You 
will feel the pelvic bones move 
forwards.  

Next, sit too upright and feel the 
bones move backwards.  

Good posture is midway through this 
movement.  

So, from the over-corrected posture 
you are in, slowly move towards a 
slouch and stop when you feel the 
pelvic bones the most. That’s when 
they are pointing down at 6 o’clock. 
Notice, you’ll have a gentle inward 
curve of your lower back.  

We call this position pelvic neutral. 
It’s your own personal good posture 
for your lower back. 

2  Upper Back & Shoulders 

Adjusting upper back & shoulder 
position 
 
Now, keep pelvic neutral and we’ll 
move on to the upper back and 
shoulders. 

Keep those shoulders over the hips 

Pain Prevention with Positive Posture 
At Positive Posture all this is exactly 
what we implement. We: 

 Teach personal good posture 

 Teach you how to get your seat 
and workstation to match your 
good posture 

 Encourage you to move 

 Teach the protective exercises. 
 

We keep all this prevention activity 
top of mind by giving you Posture 
Buddy. He’s a download that appears 
on your screen every hour or so to 
remind you to come back to your 
good posture, possibly do an exercise 
or stand up. He’s like having me 
tapping you regularly on the shoulder 
to remind you to implement good 
habits! We also have special tips for 
pregnancy, drivers and for people 
working especially hard.  

If you’re actually in pain, this 
approach will help. Teaching good 
posture will reduce strain off the 
injury and allow it to settle. Good 
posture also means that you’re 
healing in a better position. 
Movement helps encourage stronger 
repair and also takes strain off the 
injury. Exercises help to stop the 
injured area becoming stiff and so 
more painful.  

So, do you believe in prevention now? 
Can you see that preventing office 
pain is actually easy and achievable – 
and that YOU can make a difference 
yourself. You don’t have to wait for 
somebody to tell you what to do. You 
can do it yourself! And Positive 
Posture is here to help you. We 
deliver this information with 
eLearning plus a Display Screen 
Equipment Assessment attached so 
that you’re health and safety 
compliant. We also provide 
workshops for companies who want 
the face-to-face approach.  

And of course, this applies to all age 
groups, to any and everyone who sits 
at a computer. 

and place a finger over your chest 
bone. Now, slowly raise the chest 
bone area and allow your shoulders 
to go wide. Keep pelvic neutral. 

3  Moving on to Head & Neck...  

Growing taller from the crown of your 
head 
 
Look straight ahead, draw your 
upright head backwards and then 
grow taller from the crown of your 
head. Do this movement as much as 
you can, then relax the last 10% of 
the movement.  

This is your good neck posture. 

Put all three together and that 
produces your good sitting posture. 
Now, if you’ve found your own good 
personal sitting posture at work, you 
must make your workstation fit your 
good posture.  

There’s one other activity that will 
really address pain prevention and 
this is exercise. As a physiotherapist I 
specialise in prevention of injury. By 
this I mean correcting faulty 
movement patterns. Because of these 
faults, the protective stability muscles 
aren’t working as much as they 
should. And because office workers 
sit too much they develop typical 
sitting-too-long faults. So there are 
specific exercises office workers 
should be doing.  

For more information, email info@positiveposture.org, go to 

www.positiveposture.org, or ring Jane Morgan on 0161 980 5462 

Pain prevention at work 

mailto:info@positiveposture.org
http://www.positiveposture.org
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Speed Reading 
the start of a line. Move your hand 

towards the right hand margin. Make 

sure to focus your eyes upon the text 

that your hand is pointing towards. 

When you reach the end of the 

current line, move your hand to the 

start of the next line. Repeat this 

method to the end of the page. To 

make paging faster, make sure that 

your right hand is always positioned at 

the top right hand corner of the book. 

Go ahead and practice this 

movement. You don’t need to worry 

about reading any of the text, just 

practice the hand motion and paging 

techniques for now. Make sure that 

you are able to rapidly move through 

the pages of your book. Believe it or 

not, you can reach the place where 

your reading speed explodes to the 

point that your paging and pacing 

hands will have a hard time just trying 

to keep up! 

The Second Step 
Improving your comprehension of text 

will mean that when you begin 

technique to save a few more 

seconds can add to this further – bit 

by bit, it will make a world of 

difference, even when it comes to 

something as basic as paging and 

pacing techniques. 

An important element is learning to 

use your hands correctly and 

efficiently when reading, so that you 

use your hands to: 

 guide and pace your eye 

movements through the text; 

 force your eye to constantly scan 

through new information; 

 prevent your eyes from 

repeatedly reading the same 

words. 

You may have first learnt to read by 

using one hand to point your way 

along a line of text, reading each 

word aloud. Speed Reading Hand 

Motion builds on an adapted version 

of this: the ideal use of the hands (for 

a right-handed person) would be that 

you use your left hand to pace your 

reading and your right hand to turn 

the pages.  

To begin reading, place your hand at 

H ere are four steps on how to 

increase your reading speed, 

including several simple techniques 

that will assist you in efficiently 

absorbing the contents of a book or 

document more quickly and easily. 

The First Step 
Speed reading doesn’t mean that you 

have to be able to read at lightening 

speed. It’s about using techniques to 

save time on reading – by saving a 

few seconds on every page you read, 

this will create a difference in your 

reading rate. Then using another 

Do you ever look at a 

document and sigh at the 

thought of how long it will 

take you to read it? Speed 

reading is an incredibly 

useful skill that can help to 

reduce your stress and 

sighs.  
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reading at the higher speed you will 

actually have a better understanding 

of the text than you did at your lower 

reading speeds. 

Here’s something that you don’t hear 

everyday: you comprehend details 

better at higher speeds! A recent TV 

advert in the UK (for a make of car) 

featured flashing text of a single word 

at a time in the centre of the screen – 

with the text flashing (and changing 

to a new word every time) at high 

speed. Without even realising it, most 

people watching the advertisement 

were being taught to speed read – by 

focusing on one word at a time at 

speed. Visit www.spreeder.com to try 

this technique out for yourself. 

 The key to instantly increasing your 

comprehension of any book and any 

topic is to get familiar with the 

following universal publication tips: 

 The first and last chapters of a 

book introduce and summarise 

its contents. 

 The first and last paragraph in a 

chapter introduces and 

summarises the contents of that 

particular chapter. 

 Some books (such as text books 

and even most translations of the 

Bible) contain topic and summary 

sentences within their structure 

with introduce and summarise its 

contents. 

 The verbs and nouns of a 

sentence offer the most 

important information. 

 Be aware and “sensitise” yourself 

(through practice) to the use of 

negative words. Negative words 

(such as “not”, “no” and “can’t”) 

can reverse the meanings of large 

groups of words, so keep a 

lookout for them. 

 By the same token, you also need 

understand the drawings and 

diagrams. Spending a few extra 

moments on these will ultimately 

increase your overall reading 

speed because you will have a 

clear visual representation of the 

information you’ve just read.  

 Make use of the glossary and 

index usually found at the end of 

most books. 

The Third Step 
Skimming is the exciting part of any 

speed-reading programme. Although 

it doesn’t actually involve “reading” in 

the traditional sense of the word, it 

does allow you to experience the thrill 

of rapidly devouring vast amounts of 

information at blistering speeds. If you 

are able to, it is always best to “skim” 

any book before you read it (whether 

you will be reading it at high speed or 

normal speed). 

When you are skimming, what you are 

really looking for is the format of the 

book you will be reading. It helps to 

give you visual clues to what you can 

expect and it allows you to 

compensate for some of those 

challenges. But what exactly is 

skimming? The process is nothing but 

the exercise of going through the 

entire book you plan to read (or speed 

read) at a rate of about two to three 

seconds per page, maximum! 

When you skim, here are some of the 

details that you are looking for: 

 Font and type sizes used; 

 The presence or absence of 

chapters; 

 The presence or absence of 

columns; 

 The presence or absence of 

headings/subheadings; 

 Parts of the book; 

to keep an eye out for conditional 

tense. Conditional tense words 

(e.g.  “could / should / if”) can 

affect or change the meaning of a 

large body of words. 

So, by using these reading techniques 

you can trim your reading time down 

and improve your comprehension.  

Here are a few more tips on how you 

can use a book’s format to further 

increase your comprehension:  

 Don’t skip reading the front and 

rear jackets of a book. These can 

really give anyone valuable 

insights into why the book was 

written and thus give you some 

insight into what you can expect. 

 By the same token, always check 

out the book’s forward and 

introduction. Often, these 

overlooked segments can remove 

a lot of the confusion that arises 

when you have no idea about the 

author’s intended direction 

before you begin reading. 

 Always read the table of 

contents. It’s the author’s outline 

and will “prime your brain” to her 

or his writing style and thus 

improve your understanding of 

her or his book’s structure. 

 Don’t just let the words ramble 

on in your mind. Make an effort 

to “actively read”. This means 

that you should continuously be 

asking yourself questions about 

what you’ve just read. Attempt to 

summarise the information 

you’ve just read at frequent 

intervals. By doing this you will 

soon discover your current level 

of comprehension and recall. 

 Devour charts and diagrams. If 

your book contains these 

features, make sure that you stop 

and take time to actually 

Speed reading isn’t always about reading at lightning speed—but rather 

it’s about saving time per page. 

Speed reading 
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 Diagrams and pictures; and 

Any unusual or helpful features. 

Armed with the information you 

acquire from skimming, you will be 

amazed at how dramatically it 

influences your reading speed – even 

without using some of the other 

speed reading technology out there. 

The Fourth Step 
There are different techniques for 

different types of reading. Are you 

just reading for pleasure? Do you 

need to study? Are you reading to 

develop a new skill? Here is a quick 

guide to how you can get the most 

out of your reading experience by 

point), then skim and review the 

materials. Lastly, return to the 

areas that require a more in depth 

analysis and work through them. 

 Maximum-potential reading: 

Spend 70 percent of your time 

reviewing materials, and 10 

percent skimming. Only read 20 

percent of the time.  

 Use the reading skills that you’ve 

learnt during this article to locate 

key information. Place your 

emphasis on taking notes and 

studying. 

If you follow all of the points and 

techniques here your speed reading 

skills could go through the roof!  

using a few simple guidelines:  

 Pleasure reading: Do not skim or 

review the materials. Simply read 

at a comfortable rate. 

 Hobby and special interest: 

Perform a short skim, and review. 

Spend the majority of the time 

reading.  

 Studying: Spend about half the 

time reading and half the time 

skimming and reviewing 

materials. Do not over-read. Read 

once though a chapter at your 

best comprehension speed 

(highlight areas of confusion by 

placing a light pencil mark next to 

them – but do not stop at this 

Reading the Hands 

 Opening hand(s): open to ideas. 

 Hiding the hands: a sign of deceit. 

 Picking at the nails: indicates low 

confidence or timidity. 

Reading the Feet 

 Pointing toes in: a way to close off 

due to insecurity. 

 Fidgeting: relieves tension. 

 Crossing the Legs and pointing 

your toe: points to someone you 

feel is approachable. 

the person could be faking it. 

 Don’t keep nodding if you’re 

trying to escape someone who’s 

talking too much. 

 Pursing the lips: a sign of anger. 

Reading Bodies 

 Angling your body: an invitation 

for someone to join the 

conversation. 

 Shifting weight from side-to-side 

or front to back: comforting to a 

person when anxious or upset. 

 Massaging forehead or earlobes: 

an indication of uneasiness or 

vulnerability. 

L eading on from speed reading, 

something we can all develop is 

our ability to read body language. 

Dealing and interacting with others is 

a complex process. You may have to 

read between the lines of what they 

are saying, trying to learn their verbal 

communication “slang,” and figure 

out any number of body language 

messages being sent. Here are some 

of the absolute basics in reading body 

language. 

Reading Faces 

 Blinking: a sign of stress. 

 Scratching the nose: a lie. 

 Smiling for more than 5 seconds: 

Body language 

Speed reading 

Speedily reading 
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Food for Thought . . .  

W ho’d want to be a school 

chef?  Who in their right 

mind would, for example, want to 

give up working with lovely, fresh and 

at times very expensive ingredients in 

select surroundings?  

Why swap one or two AA rosette 

restaurants and kitchens with their 

lovely décor and fine wine lists for 

loud and frequently obnoxious 

teenagers craving chips with 

everything?  

Why indeed? 

Speaking for myself, this is my sixth 

year working in secondary education 

and all of them have been in 

academies. I didn’t start out in school 

catering. My background is in hotels 

and restaurants (front and back of 

full-time job and urged me to flick the 

computer to the on-screen job pages 

of the local paper. There was nothing 

suitable for him but my eye did catch 

an advert that was worth a closer look 

for me!  

It was a chef/manager job for a new, 

building-still-in-progress, academy in 

one of the most challenging areas of 

Nottingham. The closing date was 

midnight the following day. There was 

something in the way the advert was 

worded that really appealed so that 

night I stayed late to fill in the 

application form, and the next day I 

wrote a letter to go with it and 

emailed it off.  

At my interview I met the hugely 

inspirational Principal who left me in 

no doubt whatsoever that his was not 

going to be a school where they 

served mediocre food, but where food 

would come second in importance 

only to English, Maths and Science 

and on a par with everything else! So I 

said “yes” when he offered me the 

job.  

house), both here and abroad. I have 

opened new restaurants in London, 

Nottingham and Hertfordshire; ran 

probably the busiest restaurant in 

Rotterdam; I have cooked to multiple 

AA rosette standard; done private 

dining and banqueting at one of the 

country’s leading universities; worked 

in the wine trade; and then… I started 

to work in a school! 

Before you wonder, no, I wasn’t 

burnt out, I didn’t succumb to the 

intense pressure and stresses of a 

commercial kitchen and I wasn’t on 

the dole and desperate for a job!  

My road into schools is as follows: on 

a spring Saturday evening in 2009 I 

was in my chef’s office at work. We 

had finished a wedding for probably 

around 150 guests, the kitchen was 

clean and the evening buffet was all 

ready to go out when required. All I 

was waiting for was for the speeches 

to finish and the cake to be cut by the 

Bride and Groom so that I could then 

cut it into small pieces. One of my 

part-time colleagues was looking for a 

In  the first of a new series, 

award-winning school chef 

Arjen Janmaat shares his 

thoughts on our attitudes 

towards food in schools. 
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Well, my boss was true to his word. 

From day one our school food was 

promoted within the school as 

something to look forward to and 

enjoy. Teachers were hugely 

encouraged to eat with the kids and 

the majority of them did so. Being a 

school with roughly 50% free school 

meals meant that for a substantial 

number of pupils the school lunch 

was the main meal of the day and I 

think that the whole school treated 

lunch with the respect and 

importance it deserved. We tried 

different things too, from Moroccan 

spiced chicken to game pie and 

venison casserole. The simple lesson 

was that when all the staff and 

visitors talked so positively about the 

food AND ate it themselves, kids 

would eat it too and not moan and 

complain about it or the fact that a 

lot of the main courses were alien to 

them. Something along the lines of 

“well, if they eat it, maybe it really is 

edible”.  

And so, for just over five and half 

years, I had a great time at work. I 

managed to win a national award for 

the school food we served (no bribes 

were involved!) and we even had the 

BBC do some filming for one of their 

food programs. All in all and in our 

own little way we did a lot for the 

kids in our school and the ladies who 

worked with me in the kitchen 

became part cook, part agony aunt, 

part social worker and one of the first 

lines of defence in noticing problems, 

issues and worries in the pupils who 

would come every day but behave far 

more naturally during their lunch 

break than they tend to do in class. 

But, a change is as good as a rest and 

this Easter I changed jobs.  

In a straight line I have moved about 

one mile down the road from my old 

school but I am now responsible for 

three large campuses plus a primary 

100 meals and 7 vegetarian meals 

have been ordered, do not make 110 

meals and 8 or 9 vegetarian meals just 

in case, it is not what you do! So, if a 

few kids forget their packed lunch or 

one or two prefer the veggie option 

but are not vegetarians, tough. If the 

school has guests but forgot to tell the 

kitchen? Tough. Do not think and do 

not deviate from a recipe.  

So if all of a sudden more is expected 

and change is required there is a fair 

chance that you run into anything 

ranging from a mild sulk and objection 

to full blown tears and drama. I 

reckon it took me a good two years in 

my old school to stamp out most of 

that attitude and to encourage 

interaction and banter with the kids, 

to do more without being asked and 

to bring a bit of hospitality into the 

catering department.  

I tend to go the other way; my natural 

reaction to catering requests is to say 

“yes” and then worry about it 

afterwards. That’s the commercial 

training in me: fight for your business 

and custom, or somebody else will. It 

used to drive the ladies in my 

academy kitchen mental: last minute 

buffets, last minute cakes, drinks, 

lunches – you name it. It’s a source of 

pride not saying ‘no’, I guess. If only I 

had met more women with that 

attitude when I was eighteen!  

I remember watching a documentary 

about Harrods years and years ago 

and the chap they interviewed was 

asked if they ever said “no” to 

customer requests. He said that they 

didn’t and that they had indeed 

fulfilled a customer’s request for a 

helicopter! I still think that that is 

what catering is all about, trying to 

make your customers happy, whether 

they are royalty or grumpy teenagers. 

Academies in particular are moving 

more in the direction of appointing 

catering managers and trained chefs 

school and I’m working for an 

expanding Academies Trust.  

Now, I’m not a teacher so I am not 

going to comment on the educational 

successes or failures of the Academy 

system but I do, of course, have a 

biased opinion and that is that 

managing your own pot of money 

and budget from start to finish is 

something that I can relate to.  

But anyway, Academy or not, school 

food is always a challenge. The new 

guidelines for school food were 

issued by the government a while ago 

and thanks to the general exposure in 

the media in recent years on the 

issues of food in general and school 

food in particular, senior school 

management and school governors 

pay a lot more attention to school 

food than they once used to.  

A lot of the groundwork in my new 

kitchens has already been done by 

my predecessor. As the HR director 

told me last week, “at least we’ve 

past the phase of strike threats”. The 

obvious question of why the strike 

threats were issued in the first place 

was answered by said HR director as 

follows: “Well, the potatoes always 

used to come in from the veg man 

already peeled and quartered and 

then Ben (my predecessor) ordered 

them in whole and with the skin on 

and asked the kitchen staff to peel 

them”. There were also tears over 

having to wash the strawberries and 

the lettuce and countless other 

things.  

In defence of dinner ladies 

everywhere though, it’s not quite all 

their fault. For years and years most 

of them will have worked for either 

the same school or for one or two 

others under local council control. 

When you work in a kitchen for the 

council – any council – you are 

neither encouraged nor expected to 

think or use any form of initiative. If 

Food for thought 
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National PA events 

So, who’d want to be a school chef? 

Who wouldn’t? 

rather than the old ‘cook supervisor’. 

A lot of my colleagues will bake bread 

in the morning and whip up some 

fantastic lunches. If you’ve got the 

right temperament it can be a great 

job.  

One obvious advantage is  the very 

civilised working hours. Many 

restaurant kitchens are still 100 years 

behind the times with their working 

hours. I would think little of starting 

at 08.30 in the morning and finishing 

sometime after Newsnight. If you 

were lucky you could have a quiet 

hour in the afternoon.  Not to 

mention the number of birthdays, 

Easters, Christmases, New Year’s Eves 

and every other family occasion I 

missed over the years. Now, if I start 

night and a woman calls me over with 

a look that could freeze your hot 

bathwater. Here you have to imagine 

a loud, almost shrill voice! “EXCUSE 

ME! There is ASH in my crème brulee, 

LOOK!” at which stage she pointed to 

the remnants of her homemade 

crème brulee. To which I replied in my 

sweetest voice: “Madam, those are 

the seeds of the vanilla pods” and I 

walked away. These days I prefer to 

be asked: “Sir, when can we have 

chips?” 

at 06:00 now I can be done at 16:00 

or 17:00 and it still feels like a half 

day!  

Although I do work 52 weeks of the 

year and not term-time only there are 

a few weeks of the year when it is an 

extremely low stress job where you 

have lots of time to plan menus etc.  

On top of which, I think that an awful 

lot of teenagers get a very bad rap 

and once you scrape off the thin layer 

of veneer that is their attitude, they 

are hilarious and a joy to be around. 

And the best thing is that when you 

get it right, they love it!  

And let me put that into perspective 

with my favourite complaint of all 

time from when I still worked in 

restaurants. Picture a hectic Saturday 

education sector.  

http://bit.ly/nahpa-ESPA  

 

13-14 October 2015  London. 

office*2015, (CPD Accredited). 

Annual exhibition and conference for 

PAs, EAs, Office Managers and VAs. 

Large programme of training, CPD 

and motivational seminars.  

http://www.officeshow.co.uk  

 

22 October 2015  Cardiff. 

PA Awards for Wales 2015.  

http://www.pa-awards.com/wales   

21 & 22 May 2015  Dublin. 

Executive PA, Secretarial & Admin 

Forum. The 6th annual Irish event.  

http://www.zoomin.ie 

 

3 June 2015  Glasgow. 

ACES 2015. Scotland’s 8th Annual 

Conference and Awards for PAs from 

all industries. Event to be chaired by 

NAHPA Editor Angela Garry.   

http://bit.ly/nahpa-ACES 

 

4 September 2015  Dundee. 

ESPA Conference. 3rd annual 

conference for PAs in the Scottish 

 

S ome great national events in the 

next few months for PAs in 

England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales—

put the dates in your diaries! 

Food for thought 
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PA Interview 

N AHPA: Hi Sue. Could you tell 

us a little bit about yourself? 

I’m married to Alan, an ex-

Headteacher (not at the same 

school!), with 2 daughters, 2 stepsons 

and a stepdaughter, and we now 

have six grandsons ranging from 21 to 

3 years old.   

I have worked at Dover Grammar 

School for Boys for 21 years, joining 

the school in January 1994.  At that 

time the number of students were in 

the 400’s, there are now nearly 800. I 

have worked with six Headteachers, 

all very different, and with each one 

my role has changed.  My title has 

we used carbon paper!!  It was a 

nightmare if you made a mistake 

because you had to be really careful 

about rubbing out etc.   

What first attracted you to this job, 

and what do you enjoy about it? 

The responsibility, and freedom to 

define the role as it was a new one.  I 

particularly enjoy the supportive role 

that is required.   What I really enjoy is 

the fact that it is such a varied 

interesting job, and you never know 

what you are going to face each day.  

It can be unpredictable. Over the 

years I have often been the person 

that staff feel they can off-load to.  

What do you value most about 

working with your Headteacher? 

The responsibility, being able to use 

own initiative when required.  It can 

be rewarding if the opportunity arises 

whereby I feel I can help in making 

them more effective in their role.  

There has to be a great deal of trust in 

the working relationship. 

What do you think is special about 

your particular school / pupils / staff? 

The School is an amazing old building 

built on a hill in 1931 -  some have 

referred to it as Colditz!! It is also 

reputed to be haunted! It has a 

fantastic aspect looking towards 

Dover Castle on the hill opposite, and 

facing Dover Harbour and the 

channel.  I’ve seen some truly 

beautiful sunrises and sunsets.  The 

staff are always to be admired  -  both 

teaching and support.  I witness, every 

day, the dedication and commitment 

of staff  -  it’s certainly not easy being 

a teacher these days with the 

constant changes they have to adhere 

to. The students are great  -  some 

real characters  -  many of whom are 

the first grammar school successes in 

their family and will go on to be the 

first generation going on to university. 

How do you cope with the various 

been PA / Clerk to Governors, PA / 

Office Manager, and PA / Senior 

Administrator and I have had 

responsibilities for governors, 

personnel, admissions, appeals, 

events, etc.   

What did you do before you became 

a Personal  Assistant?  

I worked part time while my 

daughters were young – for a debt 

collecting agency initially, and then I 

worked at the South Kent Teachers’ 

Centre in Folkestone.  These were 

then closed as part of a re-

organisation and I worked full time at 

KCC’s Education Department for a 

short time before the opportunity for 

this position came along. 

Have you always worked in an 

education setting ? 

When I left school I worked as an 

Audio Typist at Police Headquarters 

in Maidstone.  Many of the reports 

we typed required 5 or 6 copies, and 

Our featured PA is Sue 

Barham, who is in her 21st 

and final year as PA to the 

Headteacher at Dover 

Grammar School for Boys. 

She’s due to retire at the 

end of this term. 
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conflicting priorities within the role? 

As a PA you have to remain calm and 

take the time to decide what needs 

to be done first.  There has to be a 

certain amount of negotiating in 

terms of just how urgent something is 

as compared to another task.  It may 

be that you have to exercise some 

assertiveness and say “I can’t do that 

now, but I will later (or tomorrow), if 

you leave it with me”. I like to think 

that I can always appear to be calm 

and in control, even if there are 

occasions when I don’t feel entirely 

so! 

What's the most important aspect of 

your job? 

Probably most would say this, but job 

satisfaction.  I often felt a sense of 

achievement when a job has been 

completed, and hopefully done well. 

What have been the most 

challenging, strange or interesting 

tasks you've undertaken in this role? 

The most challenging I suppose I 

would have to say is having adapted 

to six different Headteachers. I didn’t 

have an office and so I was based for 

the first three months in the Head’s 

Study and if he had a meeting etc., I 

would de-camp to an office used by a 

Maths teacher, who was also the 

Examinations Officer.  I also used an 

electric typewriter!  It was in the April 

of 1994 that changes were made to 

the School Office and I moved into an 

office attached to it.  This was 

possibly not ideal in terms of being 

close to the Head’s Study.  I now have 

an office attached to the Head’s 

study. 

Have you taken on any other tasks in 

addition to the traditional PA role?  

Oh yes – I’ve been Clerk to 

Governors, I’ve overseen the School 

Office. Plus I’ve done Personnel, 

Admissions and Appeals, Events – 

prize-givings and Yr 5 Open evenings 

other jobs initially in order to develop 

their interpersonal skills.  Gain good 

qualifications, good communication 

skills, be confident, be unflappable 

and know that it would involve a great 

deal of confidentiality. 

Can you give us a favourite saying or 

quotation that you think sums up 

your role? 

Always endeavour to look cheerful.  

Something I know I say on occasions is 

“Don’t panic, Mr Mannering” either 

out loud, or to myself. 

What has been the proudest / 

fulfilling moment of your career, and 

why? 

Being nominated, and going through 

to the final round of the SecEd 

Headteacher’s PA of the Year in 

November 2007.  I went to the Savoy 

Hotel with my Headteacher at the 

time, Sally Lees, and although I did not 

win it was a great experience and I felt 

very proud that Sally had considered 

putting me forward.  

And a similar question, but in relation 

to your life outside of work.... What is 

the most exciting thing you've done 

in your personal life, and what (if 

anything) did you learn from it? 

Learning to ski at 49  -  learnt that I 

could overcome my fear of heights. 

How do you want to be 

remembered / what legacy do you 

want to leave behind you? 

That I was loyal and committed to the 

school, always willing to help as much 

as I possibly could, that I was 

trustworthy and could be relied upon, 

and was cheerful most of the time.    

Can you name a favourite person 

from somewhere in your career, and 

share with us what made them 

special to you? 

One of my favourite people was Sally 

Lees, my Head from 2004-2010.  We 

gelled immediately and certainly went 

etc. I became Office Manager and line 

managed the four office staff – I now 

line manage the Office Manager and 

have held the title of PA and Senior 

Administrator in last few years. 

Do you find that your role brings you 

into much contact with students and, 

if so, in what way? 

I don’t have a huge amount of 

contact with students, other than the 

rogues or the stars!! 

Who do you find inspiring? 

The Queen.  I’m a royalist and I feel 

she has tremendous strength of 

character, stamina and patience.   

There must be many times when she 

has wished she could be elsewhere, 

but has shown interest and found the 

right words.   

Most organisations have a two, 

three, five or ten year plan - but 

what are your aspirations for 

yourself for the future, either in your 

role or elsewhere in life? 

With retirement looming in August 

I’m not sure that I have any specific 

time plan.   

What was the most recent training 

course or other professional 

development event that you 

attended, and what did you gain 

from it? 

I have to say that I have not attended 

many external professional 

development courses.  After about 2 

years I did attend a specific course for 

PA’s (we were told then that no PA 

should rely on post-it pads! Gosh that 

caused a horrified murmur around 

the room.  I won’t say we were all 

totally dependent on them but we 

would clearly be in a predicament 

without them!)   

What tips or advice would you offer 

to a pupil who told you that they 

want to become a PA? 

Perhaps suggest they do a couple of 

PA interview 
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Photo: One of Sue’s favourite items in the school — a window and Roll of 

Honour in memory of ‘old boys’ who died in WWI and WWII.  

through some very difficult times 

together.  We did, however, have 

very rewarding years working 

together.  It’s been really difficult to 

pick out a favourite for this question 

– as I don’t want to leave anyone out 

– but Sally and I had a special working 

relationship. My other favourite 

people would be my colleagues in the 

main School Office.  Without them I 

would not have been able to carry 

out my role on occasions so 

smoothly.  

If you could go back in time to 

change something about your career 

when would you go back to, and 

what would you change? 

Hard to say when I would go back to, 

but I think it would have been better 

for the school not to have 

experienced so many heads during 

my time here  -  the school has had its 

anything you’d like to share with us 

about your experiences? 

It’s important for PAs to be able to 

adapt to different management styles. 

There have been six very different 

Heads that I have had to work with – 

and each one has been so totally 

different in their way of working and 

adapting to that… Oh, and I’ve been 

through HOW many Ofsteds in 21 

years?  At the beginning the 

inspections would take days and days 

out of our time, and we’d get 6 weeks 

notice beforehand – I’m not sure 

though whether that was good or bad 

as it gave people time to get into a 

state over it, whereas now they could 

apparently just telephone us from the 

car park to say they are visiting today!  

When I arrived here, the school was 

totally traditional – the Head always 

wore a gown for assembly, and all 

staff would wear them for senior prize 

giving events. I remember sitting next 

to a staff member once and I was 

wearing a cream mohair jumper and 

when he stood up he had white hairs 

all over the sleeve of his gown!  There 

weren’t that many events when all 

staff used to wear them at one time –

but the Head, Neil, used to wear his 

all the time and I’d have to sort it out 

for him to make sure it was on 

straight. He was a very traditional 

Head – more of a “door shut” type 

style – whereas more recent Heads 

have an “open door” attitude and 

there is a constant corridor going past 

my desk.  

It’s such an old building – the first 

Head used to have a ‘knock and wait’ 

system. He had a machine that would 

light up a sign over his office door – 

engaged / enter – and another light 

would show in the main office to show 

the Head was “undisturbable”. Back 

then I wasn’t in an office directly next 

to the Head, I worked in the school 

office, so I wasn’t able to track who 

was going in or out of his office. The 

highs and lows and so for consistency 

and moving forward 2 or 3 may have 

been better than 6! 

You've been in your role for 21 years. 

What has made you stay so long? 

I have just loved my job and the 

people I work with  -  it has never 

really been a chore to get up in the 

morning to come to work.   

In your eyes, what makes a great PA 

to a Headteacher? 

Being loyal and supportive, able to 

predict their needs, acting as a 

confidante, discretion………. 

And what makes a great 
Headteacher? 
Vision and enthusiasm, human touch 

with everyone from students to staff.  

Strength of character to carry 

through difficult decisions. 

Tell us more about your 21 years – 

PA interview 
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nature of my room now is that people 

walk through it into Fiona’s room – so 

visitors can see her and make eye 

contact with her without needing to 

go through me technically… 

It’s much less formal now here as a 

grammar school than when I first 

joined – I will always take that away 

with me, knowing how it has changed 

over the years – along with the style 

of each Head. Neil, my first Head, 

started here as a Maths teacher in his 

20s and stayed til retirement, and I 

joined as his secretary for his last 10 

years as Head. Then we had a short-

term Head who was also head of the 

girls’ grammar school at the time, 

while we advertised for a new Head 

for the boys’ grammar. That was a 

difficult year in terms of personnel as 

the Head was running two schools 

and we had two other ex-Heads and 

Deputies who also helped out. Then 

my third Head, Sally, came for 6 

years. She went on to run the biggest 

school in Kent afterwards. Then 

Richard was here for 3 years and we 

had another interim head for 6 

months – then Fiona since this 

September – so there’s been lots of 

change.  

If I was 5 or 6 years younger, the 

prospect of learning new systems and 

taking on more new challenges with 

Fiona would be lovely – but now the 

time is right for me to think about 

stepping back and doing something 

with a slightly less pressured pace – I 

think I’ve earned it! It won’t be easy 

though to step back, as I’ve always 

loved my job and it will be quite 

tough to adjust to not being here. I 

hope it will be as everyone says that 

“I won’t know where the time goes 

these days”. 

Are you the longest standing 

member of staff in the school?  

No, our canteen supervisor, beats me 

by one year or so, and there is a 

science technician who was here 

thing, to keep on top.  

Bottom line: don’t take on a clerk role 

now – it’s much more involved these 

days, especially legally – there isn’t 

the time to do it on top of a PA role.  I 

was a PA and Clerk to Governors 

when I first arrived – it was a 

completely new role, they’d had a 

school secretary prior to that – but 

the role developed for me over the 

years. We became a foundation 

school in 1994, and there was a lot to 

do with governors at that time – so a 

high percentage of my time was spent 

clerking.  

Then gradually the PA role grew and I 

took on more responsibilities – 

organising events, then admissions, 

personnel for some years while the 

school was still smaller (then the 

Bursar took this over eventually), 

appeals (now given to Office 

Manager). That’s been a difficult part 

of the job – dealing with appeals. It 

can be heart-wrenching at times and 

when I came plus a teacher who 

started around the time I did. We’ve 

had some staff who have stayed a 

long time in terms of admin…. 

Teaching staff stayed quite a long 

time originally – this was a few years 

before staff would start to move 

onwards with the younger element of 

teachers coming in and moving on 

and up – and turnover increased. 

Perhaps if certain Heads had stayed 

longer I might have run out of 

challenges with them and moved on 

to other roles – I think all the changes 

of Head has kept the role interesting 

and varied enough for me to stay so 

long to learn with each of them. 

Another thing I won’t ever forget was 

the volume of minutes I had to do – I 

used to be clerk to the governors too 

so my life sometimes could just feel 

like it was made up of typing minutes. 

There were so many other things to 

be done though – so minutes would 

be typed up late in the day or first 

PA interview 
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the transition from one school to 

another is a difficult time for parents 

and pupils so it’s so important to get 

it all right. 

One thing I do miss is having a paper 

diary – up until this year I’ve had one, 

but this year I’m solely using Outlook 

calendar which I don’t find quite as 

useful. I feel happier with a paper 

diary as I can use it for so many 

purposes. What if the computer 

system goes down and all I have is an 

electronic diary that I can’t access? 

We can’t be a paperless society, 

particularly not in a school! Keeping a 

paper copy of the diary and a 

contacts list is vital in case systems go 

down suddenly. 

It’s been an incredibly rewarding role 

– I love the ethos of being in a school, 

when you see some of the young 

teachers  – particularly women – 

joining the staff to teach these boys, I 

do have to admire them for standing 

there and doing what they do. There 

have been so many changes over the 

years – curriculum and standards and 

levels – teachers have to be so 

dedicated to what they are doing. 

Seeing the pupils grow older and 

become young adults, and wondering 

where they will go in their futures… 

they do amaze me with their range of 

thoughts and thinking. There have 

been a few that I’ve thought “after 

university it would be interesting to 

see you in the news sometime – 

maybe rising up the ladder of 

politics”. Most grammar schools tend 

to have the ‘old boys network’ – their 

associations – which have been fairly 

strong, so that’s been interesting, 

meeting and talking with past pupils 

and staff. 

Have you had any experience of 

networking with other PAs in other 

schools?  

Not really – I’ve not had much 

experience of this – I have worked 

Fiona, the new Head has more things 

in mind for the role under her 

Headship, so that will develop after I 

leave this summer. The job hasn’t 

been advertised yet. I hope the new 

person will come in and we will have 

time together to do a handover, and 

for me to clear some files and get rid 

of some old stuff – I’m here til August. 

If the role changes, this needs to be 

taken into account. It will be 

interesting to see how much training 

might be required – I will be spending 

some time tidying up my computer 

files and archiving – not deleting 

anything (data protection and all 

that!) – and creating a handover 

folder. 

It sounds like you will be kept very 

busy until the last minute then in 

August! What about your plans for 

retirement ? 

I will probably spend a month or two 

adjusting to the fact that I don’t have 

to get up early and go to work, and 

with my husband being semi-retired, 

we would like to experience taking 

breaks away during term time!!  

Something we haven’t done for many 

years.  However, I know that I will 

need to find something to do, 

whether voluntary, or otherwise, as I 

cannot imagine waking up every day 

and not having something purposeful 

to do.  I like to be busy!  I may try to 

contact local small businesses to see if 

they require administrative support. 

Over the last 15 years or so I have 

developed a real interest in natural 

health and nutrition and so looking 

further into this interests me. Oh, and 

I like electronics and technology – and 

will learn a bit 

more about it 

when I retire – our 

pupils have no fear 

of technology and I 

want to learn some 

of that! 

with Kim at the girls’ school for 

admissions and a few things that 

have needed to be done with the two 

schools. But nothing really in terms of 

networking with others elsewhere – it 

is a shame, as it does the world of 

good to get out and talk with other 

people and find out what they do and 

how. Time is a barrier is though – we 

won’t have the time, so many of us – 

it’s the same elsewhere. Most PAs 

don’t just do their contracted hours, 

I’m sure – I’ve always either come in 

early or gone home late, to catch up 

in quiet time as I’ll be disturbed far 

less than by the constant flow of 

people during the day. 

Thinking back now over my 21 years 

in this role has been quite hard – so 

much has happened and time has 

flown by. Sometimes it’s hard to 

remember what happened last week, 

let alone last year or ten years ago! 

It’s shown me the importance of 

writing things down at the time that 

they happen so that you can look 

back – but you generally don’t have 

time to do it! I’m sure there are so 

many things I could look back and say 

to you now, but my mind is going 

blank! It’s so important to remember 

stuff – keep a diary! Talk with 

colleagues to remember – we deal 

with stuff, we just get on with it, we 

don’t tend to look back and say “I did 

that well”, we don’t acknowledge 

what we’ve done. And nobody ever 

really understands what we do in our 

roles, do they? Bosses have no idea 

what we do – they know we are busy, 

they know we get stuff done, but 

they don’t know all the ins and outs 

of everything that we or how we do 

it. Then if we are off sick, it can be 

really difficult.  

That’s where a procedures folder can 

be really useful for someone to cover 

for you. Thinking of which – what 

are you doing to help your 

successor?  

PA interview 
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The child as our teacher... 

A s a coach and trainer I have a 

passion for sharing learning 

and knowledge.  I believe every 

opportunity can be used as a learning 

experience and I believe every person 

we meet or come into contact with 

can teach us something.  For those 

working in primary schools, I believe 

there is a wealth of knowledge and 

learning to be gained from our 

children.  This article considers the 

child as our teacher and the lessons 

we can learn from them.   

Let’s consider our typical 6 year old 

child.  Granted that in a society where 

our schools and parenting styles 

value individualism and “every child 

matters”, I appreciate that there is no 

typical, “cookie-cutter” 6 year old.  

Just like there is no typical, “cookie-

want to unpick.  I want to emphasise 

that these characteristics and 

behaviours are things we can tap into 

as adults (based on the very 

knowledge that we now have as 

adults).   

I am going to highlight the learning 

that we can take away from our 6 year 

old child and invite you to “step in to” 

being your 6 year old self again so you 

can approach learning with a 

renewed, regenerated enthusiasm 

and love of learning.  

Erikson’s theory   
According to Erikson as a child of 6 

you enter the stage which he called 

“Competence”.   

You pick up a multitude of new skills, 

learning and competencies and thus 

develop a “sense of industry”.  You 

have the desire and the enthusiasm to 

want to learn.   Positive reinforcement 

is essential to you at this stage in 

order to promote your own self 

esteem.  

cutter” NAHPA reader of course.  

I have experience of 6 year olds from 

my child psychology studies, plus 

working as a teaching assistant and as 

a mum.  I know that my 6 year old 

son was a very different character to 

my 6 year old daughter.   We’re all 

unique and that’s something I truly 

value – diversity and the excitement 

of different personalities and 

characters in our lives.   

For the most part however and as a 

basis for this article, a child of 6 will 

demonstrate typical characteristics 

and behaviours synonymous with 

theoretical understanding from some 

of our much revered and quoted 

experts and psychoanalysts.  One 

such psychoanalyst is German-born 

Erik Erikson (1902 -1994) famed for 

his theory on psychosocial 

development in humans and a former 

Professor at American Universities 

Yale and Harvard. 

It is those typical characteristics of a 6 

year old identified by Erikson that I 

Global PA Trainer and 

former Teaching Assistant 

Lindsay Taylor shares how 

we can learn from the 

pupils in our schools. 
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As a specialist trainer of PAs across 

the world, I have already shared with 

you that I am an advocate of life-long 

learning and believe every 

opportunity is a learning experience.   

We are picking up new knowledge 

and skills every day of our lives – 

sometimes without realising it.  

Take just a few minutes at the end of 

the day, every day, and ask yourself 

“what have I learned today?”, “what 

can I do with this new knowledge or 

with this new skill to benefit me and 

those around me?”.   

Take ownership of your own 

skills and learning  

If you could go back to your 6 year 

old self and give yourself some advice 

on the skills and learning that would 

be really useful to pick up for your 

older self – what would they be?    It 

is never, ever too late to pick up a 

new skill and if you’ve identified 

something on answering that 

question that you would like to have 

now– how can you go about gaining 

it?  

Who do you know that can help you 

gain that skill or learning? What has 

held you back in the past (or is 

holding you back now) from gaining 

that skill?  How can you overcome 

this obstacle or barrier?  What is the 

first step you can take in ensuring you 

can, and indeed will, gain this skill?   

Your 6 year old self had a love for 

learning and picking up new skills and 

information – imagine that 

enthusiasm now for you, as an adult 

learner – “step” in to being 6 again to 

ensure you approach every new 

learning experience with curiosity 

and energy. Imagine having that real 

enthusiasm for learning that you had 

at age 6. 

Erikson believed that at age 6 positive 

Climbing the Competence Learning Ladder 

UNCONSCIOUS  COMPETENCE  

This is when you become practiced at a skill so it is “second nature” – a good 

and common example is driving.  Because the skill has become in effect more 

instinctual, you can perform that skill at the same time as doing something 

else – for example, you can hold a conversation whilst driving a car.   

CONSCIOUS  COMPETENCE    

This is when you can successfully and personally perform a skill without 

assistance -  but still have to concentrate on applying it – it is not yet “second 

nature”.  “Practice makes perfect” applies perfectly here if you are to make 

the move to Unconscious Competence.  

  CONSCIOUS  INCOMPETENCE   

You become aware of the relevance and benefit to you of the skill or learning 

and ideally embrace the need and want to gain this skill in order to improve 

your effectiveness.  Having a clear idea of the extent of the deficiency and 

what level of skill is required is essential for you to move to the Conscious 

Competence stage – as is your commitment to learn and practice the new skill.   

       UNCONSCIOUS  INCOMPETENCE  

You are not aware of the existence or indeed relevance of the skill or learning.  

Before any development can happen you need to be conscious of the skill.  

Trainers and teachers play an essential role here in helping you identify a 

deficiency in your skillset and making you aware of the benefit to your 

personal effectiveness in gaining that skill or learning.   

The child as our teacher 

personal development and 

effectiveness.   

As a 6 year old you thrive on knowing 

you are doing a great job– it boosts 

your self esteem -  the same can be 

applied to you, as an adult learner, 

now.  

Competence Learning   
I’m going to share with you a really 

useful model around competence 

which acts as a simple and very 

helpful explanation of how we learn 

— the Competence Learning 

Ladder (CLL).   Essentially we work 

our way up a ladder of learning from 

Unconscious Incompetence to the 

top rung, Unconscious Competence.   

reinforcement was a major factor in 

building our self-esteem.   

It is true to say that positive 

reinforcement is a motivator to us all.  

Admittedly some rely more heavily on 

feedback from an external source 

than others – but ultimately that pat 

on the back, that affirmation that 

you’re doing a good job is a big boost 

to you and your ultimate success.   

If that’s something you’re not getting 

at your current workplace – go out of 

your way to get it.  Have the 

conversation with your peers and let 

them know that for you to be 

motivated you would appreciate and 

value their feedback on how you’re 

doing.  And remember, the highest 

quality feedback is given for your 
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A great friend and trainer of mine 

describes this as “in the muscle” – the 

skill you are performing has entered 

the unconscious part of your brain.  

Importantly, now you are at the top 

rung of the Competence Ladder, it is 

essential to “not take things for 

granted” – very often we can become 

complacent here and fall in to bad 

habits or consider ourselves to be 

expert in a particular field, skill or 

learning to the determinant of 

ourselves and others.   To be at the 

very top of your effectiveness may 

necessitate you moving down a rung 

on the ladder and taking stock of your 

unconscious competencies.   

Put into practice conscious 

competence and consciously 

concentrate on practicing the skill or 

learning.    Check in with yourself on 

your level of complacency and ask 

yourself how up to date your skills 

are too.   

Understanding the competence 

ladder and considering the 6-year old 

child as our teacher will help us 

harness the enthusiasm and the 

desire to learn.   

Ultimately you can take ownership of 

your own learning journey to ensure 

the success of you.  

 

Lindsay Taylor’s “A to Z Pearls 

of Wisdom” can be found at DeskDemon.com — see the 

resources page for details. 

The PA cartoon  

Lindsay Taylor is the Director of Your 

Excellency Limited, an executive 

training and coaching organisation in 

the UK.  She specialises in delivering 

training and coaching to PAs across 

the world and believes that fun, 

experiential training delivered in a 

jargon-free, down-to-earth manner 

will ensure a memorable experience 

and optimise learning.  Lindsay is a 

member of the Association for 

Coaching and actively supports 

Continuing Professional Development.  

To contact Lindsay please visit 

www.yourexcellency.co.uk — or 

follow her on Twitter:  

@Your_Excellency and 

@wisdom_pearls 

With so many complimentary comments 

on Andy’s previous work for NAHPA, we 

have commissioned a series of cartoons... 

The child as our teacher 
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PA: Psychologically Aware 

S o many different things 

happen around us in our roles 

as PA—and quite often we need to 

sit back and look carefully at 

what’s going on in order to deal 

with it to the best of our ability. It 

can be very tempting to just “go in 

and sort it out” when we see a 

problem—but sometimes this can 

make things go from bad to worse.  

The Drama Triangle, first described 

by Stephen Karpman in 1968, is 

one of these situations—and even 

if you’re not familiar with the title, 

I can almost guarantee that you’ve 

seen this in action in your home 

and in your workplace. In the 

drama triangle are 3 roles: 

 The person who plays the role 
of a victim; 

 The person who pressures, 
coerces or persecutes the 
victim; and 

 The rescuer, who intervenes, 
seemingly out of a desire to 
help the situation or the 
underdog. 

The drama triangle can be enacted 

by one person on their own, or by 

two, three or a group—and each 

person can play multiple roles 

during the scenario, switching from 

one position to another.  

An example of this taking place: at 

the start of my career in admin, I 

The situation then changes from a ‘Victim — 

Rescuer — Persecutor’ triangle to a 

‘Vulnerability — Responsibility — Power’ 

triangle for all concerned. 

In the case of my own drama triangle, I made 

changes to my situation by recognising my 

own vulnerability, and taking responsibility 

for myself and my career—which in turn 

gave me my own power. Effectively, I rebuilt 

my triangle. 

Try adopting this approach in your workplace 

and see what a difference it can make. 

was very young, naïve and under-

privileged—I was the classic ‘victim’.  

At interview, my boss saw this and 

became my ‘rescuer’, offering me a 

job to help me out. However, I then 

became further victimised as the 

role became too much for me, for 

too little pay—my boss had changed 

from being my ‘rescuer’ to also 

being my ‘persecutor’. 

Change the triangle! 

What can you do to change the 

drama triangle into a positive 

situation? 

Instead of seeing a person as a 

‘victim’ see their vulnerability, and 

instead of taking on the role of 

being their ‘rescuer’ take some 

responsibility for the situation and 

look at how to make a change. In 

doing this, you won’t take on the 

persecutory role—you become 

empowering for all involved.   

In a new 

regular 

column Debra 

Jarrett, an 

Integrative 

Psychotherapist and 

former PA, explains some 

of the work dynamics you 

might come across in your 

role. This issue: the Drama 

Triangle. 
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PA: a ‘Character Fitness’ PT? 

P eople have always made the 

difference.  From an inspiring 

email, to a helping hand in the 

supermarket, the investment of the 

‘self’ changes the game.  We have all 

experienced the ‘positive purchase’ 

of caring, of supporting, of mentoring 

and most importantly, learning from 

each other.  Regardless of the 

advancement in knowledge and 

technologies, nothing can be 

achieved without people.  People are 

important.  People make the 

difference and the connections we 

make in our day-to-day lives can 

significantly impact the way we feel, 

act and perceive the world and 

opportunities before us.   

In 2009, I was invited to work for a 

leadership team, who would allow 

me to rationalise and reinforce this 

notion within an educational context.  

Having spent ten years working 

within a number of secondary 

schools, as a ‘non teacher’, a ‘support 

staff’, I was challenged to research 

consistently committed to the concept 

of outward facing learning, regardless 

of changing policy and landscape.  

Alan Dewar, an influential education 

leader  at the University of 

Nottingham, created a paper on the 

notion of ‘Character Fitness’ in 

relation to promoting learning and 

aspiration in challenging communities, 

connecting with the partnership and 

relationship case studies that were 

undertaken:  

“‘Character Fitness’ is intended to 

point out that strength of character is 

the basis for all our achievements, as 

individuals and communities. Like 

physical fitness, though, such 

character is not just given or denied to 

a person or to a group of people, it’s 

not something we’ve either got or we 

haven’t. It is something we can work 

on; a quality that we can improve and 

perfect, if we choose to do so. 

Character is found in a range of 

settings, often in the most difficult of 

circumstances and it doesn’t depend 

on how much money you’ve got or 

how clever you are. It is possible, 

though, to deliberately set out to 

behave with character, and doing so 

strengthens the person for whatever 

they wish to achieve. Character is also 

and implement strategies, introduce 

character education through wider 

community engagement, enrich and 

contextualise conventional 

curriculums and assessments.  More 

importantly, to ruminate on the 

introduction of future generations to 

a ‘common heritage’ that challenges 

the expectations and values of 21st 

century students, as learners and as 

members of society—and providing 

the opportunities for young people to 

experience meaningful encounters 

with the wider world, to offer 

creative outlets for social and 

emotional response and self-

reflection.   

When we reflect, we take the good 

with the bad, we try to improve but 

more importantly, hold a greater 

comprehension for who and what we 

are.  It is pinnacle that young people 

today have the opportunity to 

develop these qualities, to continue 

learning and striving to be the best 

they can be, both in and out of the 

classroom. 

I have been privileged to work with a 

number of teaching and industries 

professionals, community members 

and business leaders, who are 

Claire Sarris writes on how a 

PA / admin can play a vital 

role in building our pupils’ 

character fitness. 
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something our friends and families 

help us to build through shared 

values, shared effort and shared 

accomplishment. “ Alan Dewar, 2010. 

In a time, where the success and 

attainment of a school is judged by 

quantitative data, through progress 

levels and percentage leagued 

outcomes, the question is posed “at 

what point does the individual 

become important?” How do we 

educate and ‘teach’ social, emotional, 

spiritual and cultural development for 

a future workforce? Can this be 

taught or acquired through 

experiential opportunity? When does 

the exploration of autonomy, 

initiative and resilience allow 

students to ‘skill up’, develop ‘the 

self’ and enable their application of 

learning and academic knowledge 

into a life and professional context?  

The role modelling of this resilience, 

critical thinking and communication is 

essential to challenge barriers and 

processes, to employment and wider 

wellbeing for young people of all 

abilities.  Eloquent discussions and 

insights into the role of the Personal 

Assistant within education could 

allow a student to develop ‘the 

personal and professional self’.  The 

PA is pivotal in communicating and 

promoting core leadership principles 

of the organisation, to wider 

audiences and partners; the role of 

with varying strengths and unique 

‘training’ environments. 

Collaboration results in the creation of 

mentors, teams and innovators 

connected by sustainable, shared 

developments and the ability to 

recognise and value the extent of 

benefits into future planning.   Once 

the relationships are established, with 

support mechanisms in place, all 

parties are actively engaged and act as 

leverage for inclusivity and 

responsiveness to demand and need.  

Personal Assistants can act as a ‘real 

life example’ of the productivity of 

such working; independent study, 

critical thinking, translating and 

communicating strategies, to young 

people through academic coaching to 

students who are preparing for 

exams, enabling a response to work 

circumstance or need.  All individuals 

begin to apply the ethos and culture 

of their roles, personalities and 

character to promotion of learning.  

Supporting the enhancement of 

learning as a coach or mentor, 

through relationship and character 

amounts, to an increase of 

professional and personal satisfaction 

for the PA.  This learning experience 

of linking the ‘role model’ to the 

‘young person’ unlocks leadership; 

acquiring for new skills and 

experiences that can be regenerated 

and shared wider, as an outstanding 

practitioner.  As a ‘Personal Trainer’ of 

character, you can begin to inspire 

and guide others, building new 

innovative ‘character gyms’ at partner 

schools. The application of knowledge 

with life experience offers an insight 

into future challenge, builds efficacy 

and confidence that precedes 

leadership within your field. 

Mentoring and coaching promotes 

leadership and empowerment; the 

strengthening of skilling and self-

efficacy to be successful.  Let’s relate 

this back to the concept of ‘Character 

being ‘the connector’, ‘the organiser’, 

‘the campaigner’, ‘the counsellor’, 

the list goes on,  both in the internal 

and external contexts of their 

schools.  The ability to manage the 

equilibrium of knowledge and 

personality, along with networking 

and positively communicating is 

invaluable to both the pursuit of 

organisational advancement and 

personal success within this position. 

The PA holds a leadership quality and 

communicative skills that are of 

unquantifiable valuable to their 

audience and is tantamount to that of 

professional coaching and mentoring.   

 The ‘Character Fitness’ of your 

personality applied alongside your 

professional value can add depth and 

investment to not only yourself, your 

role and your school but every young 

person within your organisation. The 

power and potential held by the 

Personal Assistant through affiliation, 

scheduling, knowledge, leadership 

and change, through showcasing 

talent, offering personalised 

development and explore creative 

avenues is exciting and should not be 

underestimated. 

Establishing relationships with key 

partners and organizations is central 

to the role of the PA. It is a key 

strength you possess as an individual 

and can be utilised in a ‘coaching 

character’ role.  The ability to 

recognise and understand the value 

of positive communication, learnt 

through strong role modeling, is key 

to the functional skilling of the young 

person and a core strength of the PA.    

In addition, the PA is the holder of a 

vast web of contacts; networking 

with individuals and industries that 

could be influential in character and 

knowledge when connected with 

relevant curriculums areas.  The PA 

has the potential not only to act as a 

‘Personal Trainer’ of character but to 

offer access to  a plethora of trainers 

PA: a ‘character fitness’ PT? 
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objectors  
Overcoming   

Fitness’, all participants are 

motivated, engaged and feel valued. 

The Personal Assistant is utilising 

their knowledge, expertise and 

experience to build the future of 

another.  The resulting outcomes 

ensure capacity for the future; 

creating powerful change through 

practical and identifiable 

transforming relationships.  It is 

about investing in our younger 

generations through our own learning 

processes and experience. 

The question is “Are you Character 

Fit?”  Can you reflect on your own 

continued learning journey, to 

may be rewarded, with lots of good 

intentions. The pupils in the middle 

range: keep their heads down; don’t 

really excel but don’t raise ire either, 

they’re the ones who tend to slip 

through the reward net.  

We puzzle and ponder over it, have 

meetings and cluck and click our 

tongues, shake our heads, but still we 

don’t seem to get it absolutely right. )  

I had a class of disaffected year 10s. 

They had been given to me half way 

through year 9 as disaffected, 

difficult, disillusioned youth: no one 

else wanted to teach them – honestly 

they were just too difficult. 

(Now, an interesting fact about the 

reward system is that the children 

who are relatively naughty, the ones 

who are fabulous and a few ‘others’, 

Diane de Klerk Solomon is a 

Zimbabwean who has 

taught in both South Africa 

and the UK — and firmly 

believes in looking after the 

“middle ground” pupils in 

our schools, 

whilst 

overcoming 

objections 

along the 

way. 

An  email I received from a former 

student now in Year 12 at college 

reminded me of this:  

“I’d just like to tell you that you were 

one of the teachers that really 

inspired me while I was at school. 

Sometimes, unfortunately, and many 

times not, it felt like the “more able” 

groups were ignored when it came to 

things like aspiration, the focus was 

on the results, but not really where 

they could take us. You, and a few 

others really did help pay that extra 

bit of attention. And it didn’t go 

unnoticed! Anyway, thank you.” 

support another into adulthood?  Can 

you be a PT?  Yes, a PT not a PA… a 

Personal Trainer in Character Fitness?  

Can you inspire and support?  Allow a 

student to make a mistake then 

contextualise it so they learn?  Think 

about it...  The power you hold in 

your office could be magnified 

tenfold to those who currently sit 

inside the classroom but will soon 

enter the world of work.   

I have undertaken a rigorous daily 

character training regime for ten 

years and sometimes I forget the 

individual power we have to make a 

difference to another.   

S chools are heaving with amazing, 

analytical, altruistic people. 

They are also heaving with arcane, 

power-hungry, pedantic folk and I’m 

not talking about the children: we all 

know them and we all carry on working 

hard for our students – striving to give 

them the best educational experiences. 

PA: a ‘character fitness’ PT? 
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So here I sat with these wonders of 

delight and soon (as we do) began to 

really bond with them. This tends to 

happen when we work hard at 

‘serving’ and creating great lessons 

for them.  

I worked hard with the admin support 

staff to find out about the pupils—

their home lives, their aspirations, 

their levels; the external help they 

were getting. After a while it dawned 

on me that these young people were 

not only extremely difficult, had 

enjoyed much exclusion, and had 

participated in many isolation 

activities—but they had generally had 

not one good educational experience 

or memory of one between them.  

These children were the ones that no 

one wanted to take anywhere. They 

are the ones confined to school and 

hidden when OFSTED is in. 

They began to bleat to me about the 

fact that they were never allowed to 

go anywhere etc. “Well, no wonder” I 

thought, “they were excessively high 

risk and who wants to take this risk?” 

I pondered this problem. 

One thing I had in my arsenal of 

positive educational experiences was 

a fabulous Headteacher who believed 

in holistic education, an enthusiastic 

Headteacher’s PA and a fantastic 

Extracurricular Events Co-ordinator. 

These three people fall into the first 

the idea of taking these eleven 

students on a trip. We would include 

an ‘outward bounds’ experience for 

three days and then two days of, 

heaven forbid, wait for it… cultural/

historical experience.  By this time we 

had the Headteacher on board and 

the mechanisation was in process. The 

HOD had to be informed. I did have to 

withstand a few irate emails and one 

sided firm discussions but thanks to 

the well organised team, we had 

everything in place.  Beautiful 

children, excited and enthusiastic for 

their new experience, arrived bright 

and early with their bags. Off we 

drove to Scotland.  

Admittedly, there were a few 

incidents when I had to threaten one 

of the students that I would send him 

home. However the truth is that we 

all had such a great time.  

Yes, I went gorging and, jumped in a 

freezing loch – all worth it. The second 

half we went to a show; I took them 

to Edinburgh Castle. I was very 

nervous about this but tickets had 

been booked and everything – thanks 

to the great admin support – was 

beautifully organised. What a 

delightful surprise when all the 

previously angry, angst ridden etc. 

students became cultured, well 

manner, curious and a complete 

delight! 

Together with the two admin staff, we 

organised a fantastic, edifying, 

holistically educational experience. 

Well done us! We still feel excited 

about it. The students all benefitted 

and expressed enormous joy in the 

whole experience.   

Teachers need to remember that 

there can be so much additional 

assistance they can receive from 

working with the Admin team—it’s 

not just the teachers in a school who 

can make a difference, and 

sometimes, objections and obstacles 

are just there to be jumped over! 

positive list I mentioned at the 

beginning of this article. On the other 

end of the scale, I also had to work 

with someone in middle management 

who could affect any ideas or 

outcomes negatively, and who was 

unfortunately in a strategic position 

to trip all up. 

Tentative enquiries and thoughts for 

ideas (it is always best to ask as many 

positive people as possible for ideas) 

were put to the Head’s PA and 

Extracurricular coordinator. They 

began to put together ideas and we 

had a lot of pointed and purposeful 

laughs together while we thought 

about how to give these pupils a 

positive experience of education 

before they flew the coup into the big 

bad world.  

My modus operandi for including the 

Head’s PA was that she was well 

positioned to have a word with the 

Headteacher and tell him what was 

happening. I needed to do this, as the 

project was not going through the 

middle manager (my Head of 

Department) who posed a threat to 

the project and who would have 

scuppered any plans immediately. 

Sad but true! Yes, yes, we wish this 

didn‘t happen in schools but this is 

real life.  

Between the two well positioned 

admin staff and I, we came up with 

Overcoming objectors 
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Editor’s Update 

around the UK, then to Ireland, then 

much further afield, all during my 

school’s holidays.  

In just over five years I have now 

travelled to over 20 countries where I 

have met and worked with over 2,500 

PAs and administrative staff.  My 

passports have never previously 

contained anywhere near so many 

stamps! 

After protracted ill health and surgery 

combined with other factors, I left my 

PA role at the Academy in February 

2014, to “go it alone” in my training 

company, continuing to edit NAHPA 

each term, and using my networking 

contacts to find PAs, motivational 

writers and PA trainers around the 

world who could bring something of 

themselves to the magazine. 

And that brings us to now, where I’ve 

taken over ownership of NAHPA and 

am responsible for all stages of the 

publishing process (from sourcing 

articles to buying in photos, finding a 

page-layouter, proof-reader and a 

printing company, contacting 26,000 

schools in the UK and Ireland to build a 

new subscriber list, creating the 

website, through to mailing the 

magazines out).  

I’ve had a lot of varied roles in my 

time, and taking on the magazine is a 

fascinating process, requiring my PA 

skills for negotiating, organising, 

planning, prioritising, scheduling, plus 

I’ve had to develop new skills in 

marketing and PR in order to get word 

out about the magazine. 

And then of course, all of this has been 

whilst writing my first book which has 

just been published.  

I seriously sometimes wonder if I’ll 

wake up in the shower like Pammy 

Ewing in Dallas and find that Bobby 

isn’t dead after all and the last few 

years have all just been a dream. (Oh 

dear, that shows how old I am, doesn’t 

it? Dallas, the TV of my teens!) 

me as the PA Interviewee in the 

Summer 2010 issue. 

Then, two issues later I was asked to 

write a follow-up article about my 

networking exploits, then another, 

and then two training articles on 

dealing with cold callers and the use 

of social media in schools.  

Shortly after this, I received a phone 

call asking if I would like to take over 

the magazine’s editorship whilst their 

own editor moved to Singapore for 

two years (which turned into 3 1/2 - 

actually, she’s still there!) 

Pulling on my experiences from my 

teacher training degree (during which 

I had discovered I loved education but 

didn’t like the disciplinary aspects) I 

had started delivering my first 

networking and training events for 

PAs in my local area in 2010.  This was 

in the evenings and at weekends. 

whilst by daytime I was the Principal’s 

Personal Assistant at an Academy in 

Nottingham.  Training offers started to 

come in and I started venturing 

I  really do feel a bit like a lion-

tamer sometimes, determinedly 

cracking my whip and forging ahead 

into a new career in the public eye, 

away from the ‘safety net’ of my 

desk. My life has been an absolute 

circus over the last few years…. 

“Roll up, roll up!” 

On the strength of my networking 

prowess on LinkedIn (where I’m 

globally the most connected PA with 

over 21,700 first level contacts and a 

three level reach of over 36 million), 

the previous publishers of NAHPA 

magazine contacted me and featured 

Angela Garry (Author, PA 

Trainer, Editor and new 

Publisher) reflects on events 

since first becoming 

involved with the National 

Association of Heads’ PAs 

magazine in 2010. 
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You can’t become brilliant without working at it. One of my favourite quotes is 

from a song “The Hard Way” by Mary Chapin Carpenter: “We’ve got two lives: 

one we’re given, and the other one we make.”  Make your life brilliant! 

Introducing “Brave PAs” 

I’m extremely proud to say that 

“Brave PAs” published by Crown 

House Publications  is now available 

worldwide. I wrote it specifically for 

PAs, EAs, Secretaries and 

Administrative Staff working in 

education. The book contains 48 

chapters covering many of the vital 

elements required of us in our roles 

to support the leaderships of our 

schools, colleges and universities in 

brave, innovative and perceptive 

ways, adapting to situations and 

surroundings, taking on new tasks 

and bringing together techniques and 

learning.  The chapters contain tips, 

hints, anecdotes, time-saving advice, 

knowledge and expertise from my 

career in education and from the PAs 

I have met on my training trips. As far 

as we can ascertain, it is the only CPD 

book for education PAs. 

The book is priced at £12.99 online. 

I’ve always promised a deal for 

NAHPA readers, so if you’d like a 

signed copy, I can offer these for 

£9.50 plus £2.50 P&P—just send a 

with corporate PAs and International 

Schools’ Headteachers’ PAs —  this 

will be my 4th working trip to 

Thailand.  August will be “rest time”  

then on 4 September I shall be 

attending the ESPA conference in 

Dundee (Education Scotland’s PA 

conference). Plus this week I’ve 

received an invitation to speak in 

South Africa in September and am 

awaiting further details and dates. 

I’m then scheduled to speak at the 

Office Show on 13 & 14 October at 

Olympia, London, on the many roles 

played and hats worn by PAs in their 

jobs in corporate and industry 

environments. I’ll also be offering a 

book signing session to publicise 

“Brave PAs” plus “The PA Circus” (if it 

is published in time for the event). The 

Office show is usually attended by 

around 4,000 PAs over the two days, 

and is a great event for meeting other 

PAs and building your personal 

networks.   

If you attend an event where I’m 

attending / speaking, please do make 

yourself known to me. And whether 

you and I meet or not, make sure you 

bring some business cards so that you 

can swap contact details with many of 

the people you’ll meet!  Large events 

like the Office Show are fantastic 

opportunities for building your 

networks, and to meet and talk with 

trainers and useful vendors or 

suppliers who could be very useful to 

you in your role in the future—in 

addition to attending the training 

sessions. 

OK, I’m going to get on with writing 

book two—and finalising this issue. 

See you next term, if not sooner—and 

as always, keep moving ONWARDS 

AND UPWARDS in whatever you do! 

cheque for £12.00 (payable to Angela 

Garry) to the magazine’s address at 

bottom left on page 2. 

And more books... 

Following the publication of “Brave 

PAs”, I’ve now been commissioned to 

write a similar book for Corporate 

PAs / EAs and Admins, titled “The PA 

Circus”. This will then be followed by 

a series of training books, each 

covering a particular topic or group of 

linked topics in detail. The series will 

include individual volumes on various 

administrative skills, soft skills, and 

technological skills, with a few guest 

written volumes  for Medical 

Secretaries, Legal Secretaries, plus 

Assistants in HR, Finance, Marketing 

and PR. Watch this space for details! 

Training seminars 

In between jetting around the world 

to deliver training, I’m also booked 

for a few events on the home front, 

which you might be able to attend.  

The first of these is very exciting: I’ve 

been invited to Chair the ACES 

Conference for PAs  in Glasgow on 3 

June: which is a real honour. I’m then 

speaking at the PA Life Training Day 

on 15 June at the ILEC Earls Court in 

London, where I’m delivering two of 

the half-day workshops on offer. My 

topics are ‘How to work for more 

than one boss’ including prioritising 

and scheduling , and ‘Meetings, note-

taking and minutes’.   

I’m looking forward to spending a 

couple of weeks in Thailand in July, 

holidaying for a week and then 

spending the second week working 

Editor’s update 
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CPD Resources 
excellent “A-Z Pearls of Wisdom” 

blog—an alphabeticalised group of 

posts relating to a whole range of 

aspects of being a PA. 

 

TWITTER 

#adminchat 

Lucy Brazier runs an hour long weekly 

CPD session on Twitter, with guest 

experts from the global PA 

community. Register for free to 

Twitter, search for #adminchat—and 

sit back on a Thursday at 6pm to 

follow the chat. The hour is in the 

form of a Q&A session—questions are 

posed to the guest expert—and 

anyone can participate by tweeting 

their questions.   

If you miss a session, email Lucy’s PA 

Matthew (wantmatthew@gmail.com) 

who can send you a transcript. 

Angela Garry will be the guest expert 

on varying topics on 21 May, 20 

August, 12 November 2015. 

You’ll be amazed at how quickly you 

can build up your reading speeds! 

 

WEBSITES 

www.clerktogovernors.co.uk   

Shena Lewington’s website for Clerk 

to Governors Training. An excellent 

site full of lots of useful information. 

www.blog.admin.org.uk   

School Admin News—the blog for 

bursars and school administrators.   

This is a great blog site from Tony 

Attwood—with some very relevant 

and up-to-date content. 

www.deskdemon.co.uk 

A portal website containing links to 

an enormous range of services and  

tools  which are useful for PAs and 

admins—sign up for free ‘PA 

Enterprise’  magazine, available via 

email and downloadable in pdf form.   

From the front page of the site you 

can click to read Lindsay Taylor’s 

TRAINING PROVIDERS 

www.picaaurum.com 

Angela Garry’s training company, 

offering a variety of courses for PAs & 

Admins working in both education 

and corporate settings. 

Timetable for second half of 2015 to 

be released shortly.  

Bespoke courses are also available. 

www.admin.org.uk   

The School of Educational 

Administration & Management offer 

a wide range of courses for school 

admins. 

www.rta-training.co.uk   

Regional Training Agency provide a 

range of courses at varying times of 

year, for Support Staff. 

 

USEFUL SOFTWARE / APPS 

www.schoolleadershipsystems.com/

clerks 

School Leadership Systems: 

Governors Virtual Office is a web-

based tool that helps Clerks of school 

Governing Bodies.  

Free online demo plus a 30-day trial 

available. 

www.spreedor.com 

Spreedor.com is a free online speed 

reading software designed to improve 

not just your reading speed but also 

your comprehension. 

Copy a piece of text of your choice 

and paste it into the online app, then 

select your choice of settings to read 

it 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 words at a time, 

flashing at varying speeds.  

We’ve gathered together 

some useful links to 

resources for you in your 

roles in schools. 
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NAHPA is published three times per year in the UK by Angela Garry trading as Pica Aurum.  

For subscription details, visit www.nahpa.org.uk or email editor@nahpa.org.uk 

BOOKS 

“Brave PAs” by Angela Garry 

The only CPD book specifically for 

administrative staff working in 

education. Available from Crown 

House Publishing, Amazon.co.uk and 

Amazon.com and bookstores. Kindle 

edition available via Amazon.co.uk 

“Microsoft Tips in Minutes” books by 

Vickie Sokol Evans 

 10 Tips in 10 Minutes using 
Windows 7; 

 10 Tips in 10 Minutes using 
Microsoft Office 2010; 

 15 Tips in 15 Minutes using 
Microsoft Word 2010; 

 20 Tips in 20 Minutes using 
Microsoft Excel 2010; 

MEETING VENUES 

www.spacily.com 

Spacily.com is a high intuitive new 

website for booking meeting rooms 

and “hot desk” spaces.  Offering a 

website similar to the Booking.com 

type sites you might use for booking 

overnight accommodation, users can 

view meeting room prices and images, 

compare venues, and make a booking 

without having to make a single 

phone call!  

Initially the site only includes venues 

in London -  but the folks at Spacily 

say that the site is due to grow in 

coming months to cover more of the 

UK, then to Europe and beyond.  

 15 Tips in 15 Minutes using 
Microsoft PowerPoint 2010; 

 10 Tips in 10 Minutes using 
Microsoft Outlook 2010. 

Kindle versions are available for each. 

“The Speed Reading Book: Read 

More, Learn More, Achieve More”  

by Tony Buzan and  

“Speed Reading for Beginners: How 

to Read 300% Faster in 24 hours”  

by Michael E Reese. 
Both of these speed reading books 

are available from Amazon.co.uk and 

offer some interesting and 

contrasting  techniques  to help you 

to further your speed reading skills. 

Tony Buzan is well-known for his 

mind-mapping software and training. 

H ere at NAHPA we’re intent on 

making the magazine, website 

and LinkedIn discussion group as 

useful as possible to all of our 

readers. With this in mind, if you 

would like to suggest any topics for 

future articles which you would like 

to see, please get in touch to let us 

know.  

We also welcome submissions from 

our readership—so if you get the 

urge to put pen to paper (or finger to 

keyboard, or voice to dictation 

system…) please do!  

Each issue we will be interviewing 

one of our readers, to find out about 

the magazine plus a pdf of their 

finalised article, which you can 

append to your future job 

applications, add to your CPD folder, 

share with your boss at your next 

Performance Appraisal, etc.  

Don’t forget to join the LinkedIn group 

and start communicating with each 

other—you’ll be amazed at how 

useful it can be!  

Together, let’s make  NAHPA the best 

print resource and online forum for 

PAs, Secretaries and Admins in 

Education! 

To get in touch, just send an email to: 

Editor@nahpa.org.uk 

how your role fits within the 

organisation and to learn more about  

your experiences of working in your 

school or college. So if you’d like to 

put yourself forward for this—again, 

please get in touch. 

And please don’t think that 

contributing is just for the good of 

the other readers—how good will it 

look on your own CV to be able to 

state that you are a published author, 

that you have contributed to the UK’s 

leading publication for administrative 

staff in schools and colleges?   

We’ll ensure that all contributors 

receive an additional printed copy of 

Please forward to us any details of Resources that you’ve found which 

you’d like to share with your fellow NAHPA members. 

Moving forward 

Resources—and the Future for NAHPA 


